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PRODUCT CHANGE

C-SAMS-e Molding System Controller
The Universal Joint and Universal Coupling are over-molded using an extruder and a control
system otherwise known as the C-SAMS.
Qualified users will know that the controller is connected to a laptop computer to enable data to
be sent to and from the laptop and C-SAMS Controller by means of a serial cable and serial port.
As the UJ Consortium has no influence over the computer industry, who continue to update the
means of connecting peripherals, the controller will switch over to the RJ45 network (Ethernet)
port. The new molding controller will be known as the C-SAMS-e (ordering ref is A9Ce)
The operation function of the new molding controller will remain unchanged, the interconnecting
lead between the controller and the laptop will no longer be a serial cable but a CAT-6 cable.
The new A9Ce system will require a new version of C-SAMS-e software, Ver.7.0.0., which will
be provided both with the new equipment and also with future UJCM releases.
Going forward, as more laptop computer manufacturers discontinue providing a serial port on
their equipment, an upgrade will be made available to allow the conversion of the older A9C
SAMS Controller to use the new RJ45 (Ethernet) connection.

If you have any queries concerning these changes, please contact the UJ Consortium Co-ordinator.
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